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โครงสร้างและสมบัติทางกายภาพของซิโอไลติกอิมิดาโซเลตเฟรมเวิร์ก-8 (ZIF-8) ได้จากการค านวณโดย

วิธี SCC-DFTB และแบบจ าลองโมเลกุลพลวัต (Molecular Dynamics Simulation) ภายใต้ระบบอองเซ็ม

เบิลแบบ NVT (NVT ensemble) การจ าลองโมเลกุลพลวัตของมีเทนภายใต้จ านวนโมเลกุลต่างๆ ในโพรงซิโอไล
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คาร์บอนของมีเทนมีค่าลดลงเล็กน้อยเมื่อความดันเพ่ิมข้ึน โดยที่หนึ่งโมเลกุลของมีเทนถูกล้อมรอบด้วยโมเลกุลสอง

ชั้น โดยชั้นที่สองมีจ านวนมากกว่าชั้นแรก  
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Abstract 

The electronic structure and physical properties of ZIF– 8 were obtained using the SCC–

DFTB method and MD simulation based on the NVT ensemble.  MD simulations of methane 

molecules with different amounts in ZIF–8 pores were observed and analyzed in terms of diffusion, 

adsorption and molecular distribution.  Molecular distributions of different numbers of methane 

molecules in the ZIF–8 as dependence of its numbers were found. It was found that inter distances 

between carbon atom of methane is slightly decreased as pressure increased and each methane 

molecule was surround by two molecular layers of which the second layer contains larger number 

than the first. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background and Literature review 

Zeolitic Imidazolate Frameworks ( ZIFs)  are a subclass of the metal- organic frameworks 

( MOFs)  which were formed by metal i. e.  Zn, Cu, and Co linked with imidazolate group in 

tetrahedral geometry.  ZIF- 8 one of the ZIFs has the sodalite topology and has large pores and 

small pores ( 11. 6 and 3. 4 Å, respectively) 1.  Furthermore, ZIF- 8 has high thermal and chemical 

stability1, high flexibility2-3 and permanent porosity4.  Thus it has been applied in different kinds 

such as gas diffusion, separation and storage, etc.5-6 Pimental and Lively5 studied on the separation 

of light hydrocarbons, ethane, propane, propylene and butane by ZIF- 8.  In propane/ butane 

mixtures, diffusive selectivity is not enough to separate two gases.  For ethane/ propane mixtures, 

the separation factor at 273 K is more than at 293 K because of the differences in the activation 

energies of permeation and heats of sorption make the kinetic selectivity is higher at the lower 

temperature.  Furthermore, propane/ propylene mixtures are separated because the different value 

of diffusive selectivity. Lai et al.7 studied on the separation of CO2 from CH4 via ZIF-8 membrane. 

The result showed that the highest CO2/ CH4 separation factor was observed at low CO2 

composition and adsorptions between CO2 and CH4 are competitive adsorption. CH4 is one of the 

natural gas components, which can be used as a fuel8. Therefore, it is necessary for storage of CH4 

in order to reduce it from the atmosphere and consume it in the industry.  ZIF-8 is the one of CH4 

adsorbent candidates. In the recent years, many researchers investigate CH4 adsorption, diffusion, 

separation and storage ability of ZIF-89-10. Eyer et al.11 studied the adsorption of CH4/N2 on ZIF-
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8 and other commercial adsorbents.  The results showed that ZIF- 8 has good selective properties 

and high surface area, but ZIF- 8 has weak binding interaction with CH4.  Thus, ZIF- 8 has lower 

adsorption capacity than Hayesap D, another commercial adsorbent, in the low pressure and high 

temperature regime.  Krokidas et al10 used new structure force- field parameters for molecular 

dynamics ( MD)  simulation to study the diffusion of CH4 in ZIF- 8.  The transport diffusivities of 

CH4 from MD simulation are similar to the transport diffusivities from infrared microscopy and 

more accuracy than the value from literature MD simulations.  Alirezaie et al. 12 studied the 

diffusion of O2, N2 and CH4 in polyethylene and polyethylene/ montmorillonite- clay 

nanocomposite films with different silicate layers configurations by molecular dynamics 

simulation within NVT ensemble.  They found that the diffusion coefficient of O2 is higher than 

N2 and CH4. Kadoura et al.13 used molecular dynamics simulations to study the transport properties 

of CO2, CH4 and CO2/CH4 mixtures in Na-montmorillonite clay. The simulation showed that the 

self- diffusion coefficient of pure CO2 and CH4 decreased when their loading increased.  The 

diffusion of CO2 was not obviously affected by CH4 for CO2/ CH4 mixture compositions.  They 

attributed this to the preferential adsorption of CO2 over CH4.  Fairen- Jimenez et al. 14 studied 

flexibility and swing effect on the adsorption of CO2, CH4 and alkanes on ZIF-8 by gas adsorption 

experiments and Grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations.  They compared UFF, UFF 

(+), for which only Lenard-Jones parameter ε was adjusted, and UFF (*), for both Lenard-Jones 

parameter, ε  and σ , were adjusted force field, they found that UFF (+)  was accurately predicted 

the experimental results. They found that the most favorable CH4 adsorption site is the C=C double 

bond of imidazolate group. Finally, they concluded that the change of ZIF-8 structure arising with 

increase in the number of adsorbed CH4 molecules. 
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Density-functional tight-binding (DFTB)15 is the method that based on density-functional 

theory (DFT). The advantage of DFTB is that DFTB can calculate in the larger system than DFT 

because DFT has system sizes limits. Next, DFTB can access longer time scales than DFT.  DFTB 

can be employed on dynamical properties. Garberoglio and Tioli16 studied the flexibility of ZIF-8 

and the diffusion barrier for H2, CO2 and CH4 by DFTB method comparison with the Universal 

force field (UFF). The results indicated that DFTB is more accuracy than UFF.  

In the present work, the physical properties of ZIF- 8 and diffusion of CH4 in ZIF- 8 were 

studied using MD/DFTB method. 

1.2  Theoretical background 

Quantum chemical calculation has been used to calculate structures, properties and 

interaction of molecules17.  Density-functional tight-binding (DFTB), one of quantum mechanics 

method based on density functional theory was employed to calculate in the present work. 

1.2.1 Ab initio method 

Ab initio calculation   methods1 8  are  method  of  computational  chemistry  based  on 

quantum mechanics. This method associates with Schrödinger equation as shown in equation (1.1).  

     
 
t

tritrrVtr
m 




,=,,
2

2
2


                                                     (1.1)                                                         

where 
2
h

  and h is Planck’ s constant, m is particle’ s mass.  ∇2 is the Laplacian’ s operator 

which is given by 2

2

2

2

2

2
2

zyx 












 in Cartesian coordinates.  V(r)  is the potential energy 

function and Ψ(r,t) is a time-dependent wave function. 
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 This equation needs the same time and position independent constants to resolve.  The 

constant could be energy of the particle, the left- hand side of the equation is thus set equal to the 

constant. After the modification of equation (1.1), yields in equation (1.2). 

      )(=
2

2
2

rErrVr
m


                                               (1.2) 

This equation is called the time- independent Schrödinger equation, which depends only on 

position. The left-hand side is the operator called the Hamiltonian, Ĥ such that. 

   rErH ˆ                                                                 (1.3) 

where  

 rV
m

H 
2

ˆ
2                                                                (1.4) 

An operator is easily transformed from one function to another function.  All measurable value 

such as energy, momentum etc. are set as operators. 

   rErH ˆ                                                                  (1.5) 

 

1.2.2 Density functional theory (DFT) method 

Density functional theory (DFT) methods are constructed by The Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) 

theorems1 9 .  The HK theorems  make  the electronic density as variable to electronic- structure 

calculations and the energy of a molecule is obtained from the electron density instead of a wave 

function.  
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1.2.2.1 Kohn-Sham equations 

Kohn and Sham method was used to solve the problem of interacting electrons onto a 

fictitious system of non- interacting electrons2 0 .  The solution starts from using monoelectronic 

orbitals to calculate the kinetic energy. In a system of N non-interacting electrons and the external 

potential νs, with Hamiltonian.  

   
N

i
si

N

i
si

N

i
s hrH ˆ

2
1ˆ 2 

                                         (1.6) 

where 

 isis rh 
 2

2
1ˆ                                                    (1.7) 

In which there are no electron repulsion terms and electronic density is exactly the same as 

in the system of interacting electrons.  All electronic densities for the system of the single particle 

orbitals  ri


  can be written as 

    
2


N

i
i rr 

                                                      (1.8) 

Thus, the Hohenberg-Kohn functional can be written in the form 

        xcsHK EJTF                                              (1.9) 

where Ts represents the kinetic-energy functional, given by 

     
N

i
iiisT  2

2
1                                                  (1.10) 

J represents the classic Coulomb interaction functional  
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    rdrd

rr
rrJ 



  








2
1                                               (1.11) 

Exc is the exchange- correlation functional, which defined by the difference between the exact 

kinetic energy T and Ts and the difference between the non-classic part of the Coulomb interaction 

(Vee) and the classic Coulomb interaction. 

          JVTTE eesxc                                       (1.12) 

Then, the chemical potential can be written as 

 
 
 r

Tr s
KS 






                                                     (1.13) 

where  KS is the Kohn-Sham (KS) effective potential, which is defined as 
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E
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                              (1.14) 

where  ext is the external potential and the exchange-correlation potential  xc is defined as 

 
 
 r

Er xc
xc 






                                                                (1.15) 

Equation ( 1. 13) , restricted by   ,  Nrdr 
 is the same equation that would be received 

for a system of N non-interacting electrons submitted to the external potential KS = S . Thus, for 

taken KS  a suitable value of ρ can be calculated for equation ( 1. 13)  by solving the N 

monoelectronic equations. 
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1                                                   (1.16) 

The total energy can be calculated by the following expression. 
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1.2.3 Density-functional tight-binding (DFTB) method 

DFTB can be derived from a Taylor expansion of the KS density functional total energy 

around a properly chosen reference density ρ(r)19. A reference density ρ0(r) is perturbed by density 

fluctuation.  

)()()( 0 rrr                                                          (1.18) 

 The exchange- correlation energy functional is expanded in a Taylor series and the total 

energy can be written as 

[ ] [ ] [ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]3
0

32
0

2
0

1
0

003 ,+,+,+=+  EEEEEDFTB    (1.19)            

1.2.3.1 DFTB1 

DFTB1 or non- self- consistent DFTB ( non- SCC DFTB)  is contributed only the two first 

terms of equation (1.19), E0[ρ0] and E1[ρ0,δρ]. DFTB1 is based on linear combination of atomic 

orbital (LCAO) ansatz of the KS orbitals.   




  ii c                                                      (1.20) 

The atomic orbitals (AOs) are obtained from DFT calculations of the corresponding atoms. 
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  }{, a
ab

bb  






                                         (1.21) 

where ) is the valences AO μ at atom a and b
  is a core orbital at atom b, as obtained from the 

corresponding atomic calculations. 

 The atomic KS equations are usually solved applying an additional potential to the atomic 

KS equations. 

    


























2

0

2

2
1

r
ratomeff                                     (1.22) 

Then, with AO basis and initial density determined, the KS equation can be solved leading to the 

energy. 


i

iinE 1                                                              (1.23) 

where ni is an occupation number of KS orbital i.  

This is the electronic energy of the DFTB method.  To find the total energy, the E0 has to 

be approximated. In DFTB, this term is approximated by a sum of pair potentials called repulsive 

energy term. 

  
ab

rep
abrep VEE

2
1

0
0                                                      (1.24) 

The total energy for DFTB1 is defined as 

 
i ab

rep
abii

DFTB VnE
2
11                                                    (1.25) 
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1.2.3.2 DFTB2  

 DFTB2 approximates E2 term in equation ( 1. 19)  further.  The density fluctuations are 

written as a superposition of atomic contributions. 


a

a                                                                  (1.26) 

The atomic- like density fluctuations are expanded in a multipole expansion, however, only 

keeping the monopole term. 

0000 a
aa Fq                                                              (1.27) 

By evaluated assuming an exponentially decaying charge density 

0

8

3
Rra

aa
aeq 







                                                      (1.28) 

E2 in (1.19) is defined as 

  ),,(
2
1,,2  

ab
abbaabbaabba RqqRE                                                  (1.29)   

The Hartree term therefore describes the interaction of the charge density fluctuations δρa and δρb, 

which reduces to Coulomb interaction of partial charges Δqa and Δqb for large distances, i. e.  γab 

approaches 1/Rab for large distances.  

 1.2.3.3 DFTB3   

 For E3, the same approximations are introduced as for E2.  The third- order terms describe 

the change of the chemical hardness of an atom with its charge state, a new parameter is introduced, 

the chemical hardness derivative. A function Гab results as derivative of the γ-function with respect 

to charge by introducing the Hubbard derivative parameter. 
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 With all these approximations, the SCC-DFTB total energy in the third order is given by  

             
 


iab a b ab ab ab

rep
ababba

h
abbaiii

DFTB VqqqqHccnE
 

 
2
1

3
1

2
1 203      (1.30)                                            

  

1.2.4 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation 

Molecular dynamics ( MD)  simulations are useful method to study in physical chemistry. 

Because, the time evolution of chemical system and many phenomena such as chemical reactions, 

diffusion described by MD simulation. MD simulations can be calculated by molecular mechanics 

(MM), quantum mechanics (QM) and hybrid of QM and MM (QM/MM)21-23. 

1.2.4.1 Canonical (NVT) ensemble 

 In the canonical ensemble, the quantities of substance ( N) , volume ( V)  and temperature 

( T)  are preserved. In NVT ensemble, the energies of endothermic and exothermic processes are 

exchanged with a thermostat24. 

1.2.4.2 Andersen thermostat 

 The Andersen thermostat is a proposal in molecular dynamics simulation for keeping 

constant temperature conditions.  It is based on the reassignment of a chosen atom or molecule's 

velocity. The new velocity is given by Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics for the given temperature25. 

1.2.4.3 Berendsen thermostat 

 In Berendsen thermostat, the system is weakly coupled to a heat bath with some 

temperature.  The thermostat suppresses fluctuations of the kinetic energy of the system and 
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therefore cannot produce trajectories consistent with the canonical ensemble.  The temperature of 

the system is corrected such that the deviation exponentially decays with some time constant26. 

1.3 Objective 

In this study, the diffusion and adsorption of methane ( CH4)  in ZIF- 8 pore have been 

assesses, in order to understand methane behavior in ZIF- 8 pore by using DFTB and DFTB/ MD 

methods. 

 



 
 

CHAPTER II 

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 

 

2.1 Molecular dynamics simulation  

Full optimizations of ZIF- 8 and CH4 molecules were carried out using DFTB method.  The 

optimized ZIF-8 unit cell length has been found by vary the unit cell length. Molecular dynamics 

simulation was used to simulate the systems that consist of ZIF-8 with 8, 12 and 16 CH4 molecules. 

All calculations were performed with DFTB+ version 1.3 program27. 

 

2.2 Definitions of reaction terms 

2.2.1 Diffusion of small gases in ZIF-8 

2.2.1.1 The mean-square displacement (MSD)  

 The mean-square displacement (MSD)28 is one of the most important dynamical quantities 

that can be calculated from the time evolution of a simulated system defined by, 

    



N

i

c
i

c
i rtr

N
MSD

1

201                                                    (2.1) 

where ri
c(t) is the location of the center of mass of particle i at time t.  
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 2.2.1.2 The self-diffusion coefficient 

The self- diffusion coefficient can be calculated from the long time limit of MSD using 

Einstein relation.  It is a direct measurement of MSD of guest molecules under equilibrium 

conditions. 

    20lim
6
1 c

i
c

iti rtr
dt
dD 


                                                   (2.2) 

 

2.2.1.3 The radial distribution function (RDF) 

 The radial distribution function ( RDF)  represents by g( r) .  For a system of N atoms in a 

volume V (with number density ρ), RDF is defined by the expression. 
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where the bracket indicates time average and rij is the distance between atoms i and j.  If we 

explicitly consider the time average over the total of M time steps, tk, in the MD, we have 
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where N(r,Δr) and V(r,Δr) are the number of local atoms and volume between the spherical shells 

of radius r and (r + Δr) with the shell centered on another atom.  
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2.2.2 Adsorption of small gases in ZIF-8 

The adsorption energy (∆Eads) for gas molecules adsorbed on the beryllium oxide has been 

computed by the equation  

)( 88/ ZIFGZIFGads EEEE                                                   (2.5) 

where 8/ ZIFGE  is the total energy of gas adsorbed on ZIF- 8, 8ZIFE  is the total energy of isolated 

ZIF-8 and EG is total energy of free gas molecule.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

CHAPTER III 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 ZIF-8 structure and diffusion of CH4 in the ZIF-8 structure have been studied. Adsorption 

energies of CH4 in the ZIF-8 structure and their thermodynamics properties have been obtained. 

 

3.1 Geometry optimization of ZIF-8  

The optimized structures of ZIF–8 obtained by the SCC–DFTB method with different 

conditions are shown in Figure 3.1 and the unit cell parameter a =16.705 Å at 298.15 K was found. 

The optimized a parameter was obtained by taking the minimum point of the quadratic equation 

of E = ar2+br+c which is the curve fit as shown in Figure 3.2. The selected geometry parameters 

of the SCC–DFTB–optimized structures of the unit cell size of ZIF–8 are listed in Table 3.1. It 

shows that bond lengths and bond angles of SCC–DFTB–optimized unit cell size structure is 

closed to the B3LYP/6–311++g(2d,2p)–optimized structure of ZIF–8 component and in good 

agreement with the X–ray diffraction structure.29 

 

Figure 3.1 The SCC–DFTB optimized unit cell–sized ZIF–8 structure (a) with and (b) without 

electrostatic surfaces. 
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Figure 3.2 Plot of total energy (au) of the ZIF–8 against lattice parameter a including its quadratic 

function (Etotal = 0.18857a2 – 6.30013a – 326.64929). The minimum value derived by equation 

dEtotal/da = 0, a = 16.7050 Å was obtained. 
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Table 3. 1 Selected geometrical parameters of ZIF– 8, based on X– ray diffraction and DFTB 

optimized structures. 

Parameters a X–ray b Component c Unit cell d 
Bond length (Å)       
Zn1–N1 1.989 1.972 1.975 
Zn1–N1' 1.989 1.973 1.975 
Zn2–N2 1.989 –  1.975 
C3–N1 1.340 1.362 1.356 
C3–N2 1.340 1.354 1.356 
C2–N2 1.379 1.378 1.377 
C1–C2 1.360 1.394 1.387 
C1–N1 1.379 1.375 1.377 
C3–C4 1.494 1.486 1.482 
C4–H1 1.026 1.106 1.103 
C4–H2 1.030 1.098 1.097 
Angle (o)       
C2–C1–N1 108.2 106.8 107.5 
C1–N1–Zn1 126.9 126.3 124.6 
C3–N1–Zn1 127.2 126.4 127.5 
C1–N1–C3 105.8 107.3 107.8 
N1–Zn1–N1' 109.4 109.4 109.8 
N1–C3–N2 112.0 110.9 109.4 
N1–C3–C4 124.0 123.7 125.3 
C1–C2–N2 108.2 108.8 107.5 
C2–N2–C3 105.8 106.1 107.8 
Zn2–N2–C3 127.2  – 127.5 
N2–C3–C4 124.0 125.4 125.3 
C3–C4–H1 115.8 111.8 111.1 
C3–C4–H2 111.1 110.4 110.7 

 

a The structure is defined in Figure 3.3. 

b Taken from ref. 29. 

c B3LYP/6–311++g(2d,2p)–optimized structure. 

d SCC–DFTB optimized unit cell–size structure. 
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Figure 3.3 Labeling atoms of ZIF–8 for as referred in Table 3.1. 

 

3.2 Energies of various structures of the ZIF–8 pore 

Energies of SCC–DFTB–optimized structure and MD simulations of various situations of 

ZIF–8 pore are shown in Table 3.2. It shows the relative energies of ZIF–8 pore structures relative 

to the X– ray structure, based on the SCC– DFTB– optimized, Andersen and Berendsen 

thermostat/MD simulations are –323.58, 107.32 and 148.11 kcal/mol, respectively. As the narrow 

temperature fluctuations of the Berendsen thermostat compared with the Andersen thermostat as 

shown in Figure 3. 4, the MD simulation with Berendsen thermostat was therefore selected to be 

employed in this work.  In Berendsen thermostat, the velocities of every particle are scaled by a 

time factor. Therefore, the kinetic energy gives the desired target temperature.30 On the other hand, 

when using the Andersen thermostat a number of particles are randomly selected to be given a 

new velocities. 30 The systems, that we studied, are large systems.  So, Berendsen thermostat is 

more suitable than Andersen thermostat. 
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Table 3. 2 Total energies of SCC– DFTB– optimized structure and MD simulations of various 

situations of ZIF–8 pore 

ZIF–8 Etotal, au ΔErel, kcal mol–1 T, K 

X–ray –378.74603117 – – 

Optimized –379.26169000 –323.58 298.15 

A/MD sim a –378.57602563 107.32 ~297.28±0.17 b 

B/MD sim c –378.52693808 148.11 ~297.74±0.05 b 

a Andersen thermostat. 

b Average temperatures obtained from simulations. 

c Berendsen thermostat. 
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Figure 3.4 MD simulations based on (a) Andersen and (b) Berendsen thermostats, NVT ensemble 

presented as energies ( left)  and temperature ( right)  fluctuations of ZIF– 8 with unit cell– sized 

structure.  
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3.3 MD simulations and dynamical quantities of CH4 in ZIF–8 pore 

The MD simulations based on the SCC– DFTB method with the Berendsen thermostat for 

the host–guest systems of 8, 12 and 16 molecules of methane gas in ZIF–8 pores were performed 

as shown in Table 3.3. The self-diffusion coefficient for 8, 12 and 16 CH4 system are  1.61 ± 0.08 

 10-9, 1.92 ± 0.05  10-9 and 2.09 ± 0.03  10-9 m2s-1, respectively.  These results show that the 

self- diffusion coefficient for the system of methane in ZIF- 8 depends on the number of methane 

molecules in ZIF-8, the self-diffusion coefficient of the large number of methane molecules system 

is higher value than the small number of methane molecules system.  As seen in Table 3. 3 the 

adsorption energy of CH4 on ZIF-8 for 8, 12 and 16 methane molecules is -3.86, -4.38 and -4.49 

kcal/ mol, respectively.  These adsorption energies are not significantly different.  Therefore, the 

adsorption affinity of those host-guest systems is not different. 

Figure 3. 5 represents the center– of– mass radial density profile of CH4 from the center of 

the ZIF– 8 unit– cell.  These graphs show the mass distribution of molecules of methane from the 

host center. In 12 and 16 molecules of methane systems, the peaks are clearly separated, but in the 

8 molecules of methane system, the peaks are not separated.  Because this system has a low gas 

loading, the distribution of gas is not obviously observed.  In addition, Table 3.3 shows values on 

maxima of density peaks of center–of–mass (CoM)  based CH4 from the ZIF–8 unit–cell center. 

These values combine with the center–of–mass radial density profile made. We understand to the 

distribution of molecules of methane from the ZIF- 8 unit cell center.  The molecules of methane 

spread from the center of host to 2 layers. The distances from the center to the first layer are ~3.1, 

2.9 and 2.8 Å for 8, 12 and 16 molecules, respectively. For the second layer, the distances are 5.1, 

5.1 and 5.3 Å, respectively.  
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Next, Figure 3. 6 shows the C– C radial distribution function of CH4
 molecules in the 

systems.  As seen in Figure 3. 6  strong RDF peaks between C atoms of methane appear at 3. 90, 

3.85 and 3.80 Å for 8, 12 and 16 molecules of methane system. The another peak in the graphs is 

a broad peak. This peak appears around 7 Å for all systems. For the 8 molecules system, this peak 

is not clearly observable but, for the 12 and 16 molecule systems, this peak is observable.  On the 

other hand, the values of gcc(r)  is 0 in the range of 0 -  ~3 and over 10 Å from the carbon atom of 

methane molecules.  Thus, we can approximate the distribution of methane molecules around the 

reference methane molecule that, the reference methane molecule is surrounded by 2 layers of 

methane molecules. The first layers are 3.90, 3.85 and 3.80 Å from the reference molecule for 8, 

12 and 16 molecules systems, the second layer is around 7 Å for all system.  In the short range 

distance ( 0 -  ~3 Å)  and too long range distance ( over 10 Å) , the molecules of methane will not 

appear in this region.  In the larger system, the first layer distance is shorter than in the smaller 

systems because the number of guest molecule increased but the host has the constant volume. So, 

the molecules of methane in the larger number of molecules system have the closer packing than 

smaller systems. Two layers, the first and second can be depicted as shown in Figure 3.7.  Figure 

3. 8 shows the C– C radial distribution function of CH4
 molecules in terms of ratio of number of 

methane molecules n( r)  and number of methane molecules N( r) .  From these graphs we can 

calculate amount of the methane molecules that surround the reference molecule. From Table 3.3, 

the first layers have 2. 77, 4. 49 and 6. 23 molecules of methane and the second layers have 4. 23, 

6. 51 and 8. 72 molecules of methane for 8, 12 and 16 guest molecules system, respectively.  The 

CH4 molecules for the first and second layers respectively separated 5. 4, 5. 4 and 5. 5 Å for 8,12 

and 16 molecules systems, see Figure 3.8. 
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Now, we know about the distribution of methane in ZIF- 8.  Thus, we can explain the 

relation between the self-diffusion coefficient and the numbers of molecule of methane. When the 

sorption sites are saturated with guest molecules in relatively high loadings, this can cause an 

increase in the diffusion with increasing loading.  As seen as Figure 3. 9 the self- diffusion 

coefficient is a function of the number of methane molecules. The equation is therefore written as 

Ds = –4.375×10–12 N2 + 1.65×10–10 N + 5.70×10–10 m2s-1
. Where Ds is the self-diffusion coefficient 

and N is the number of methane molecules.  The values of self- diffusion coefficient obtained in 

this work are in good agreement with the results of Stallmach et al.31 and García-Sánchez et al.32. 

The above equation should accurately predict the self-diffusion coefficient at 298.15 K. 
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Table 3.3 The self-diffusion coefficients (Ds), structures and energeties of CH4 in various 

molecular loading numbers in the ZIF–8 unit cell, at 298 K. 

System Ds, m2s–1 
 Rdf b  

RCoM, Åc,d ΔEads
 e, kcal mol–1 

 rC–C, Åa 1st  2nd  

8 CH4 1.61 ± 0.08  10–9  3.90 2.77 4.23  ~3.1, 5.1 –3.86 
12 CH4 1.92 ± 0.05  10–9  3.85 4.49 6.51  2.9, 5.1 –4.38 
16 CH4 2.09 ± 0.03  10–9  3.80 6.23 8.72  2.8, 5.3 –4.49 

 

a Mean displacement between C atoms of methane molecules based on the RDF. 

b Values based on the RDF. 

c Values on maxima of density peaks of center–of–mass (CoM) based CH4 from the ZIF–8 unit–    

cell center. 

d Existing CH4 molecules in the ZIF–8 unit–cell based on its center. 

e Average adsorption energies of CH4 molecules in the ZIF–8 unit–cell. 
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Figure 3.5 The center–of–mass radial density profile of CH4 from the center of the ZIF–8  unit–

cell pour for the systems containing (a) 8, (b) 12 and (c) 16 CH4
 molecules. 
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Figure 3.6 The C–C radial distribution function of CH4
 molecules in the systems of (a) 8, (b) 12 

and 16 CH4
 molecules in the ZIF–8 unit cell. 
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Figure 3. 7 The final snapshot of the simulation box involves the distribution of methane 16 

molecules. 
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Figure 3.8 The C–C radial distribution function of CH4
 molecules in terms of n(r) (left axis) and 

N(r) (right axis) of (a) 8, (b) 12 and 16 CH4
 molecules in the ZIF–8 unit cell. 
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Figure 3.9 Plot of Ds against the number (N)  of methane molecules in the ZIF–8 unit cell.   The 

dot line is the quadratic fitted curve represented as Ds =  – 4. 375×10– 12 N2 +  1. 65×10– 10 N + 

5.70×10–10
. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

 The ZIF- 8 structure was optimized by SCC- DFTB.  The bond lengths and bond angles of 

the optimized structure in good agreement with the X-ray diffraction structure. The adsorption and 

diffusion of 8, 12 and 16 molecules of methane in ZIF- 8 pore have been studied by SCC-

DFTB/ MD method with Berendsen thermostat.  The self- diffusion coefficient of the systems is 

related to the number of methane molecules as Ds =  –4.375×10– 12 N2 +  1.65×10– 10 N + 5.70×        

10–10.  From the center of ZIF-8 unit cell, the methane molecules distribute to 2 layers.  Distances 

from the center of host is ~3 and ~5 Å for the first and second layers, respectively. The C–C radial 

distribution function of CH4
 molecules shows the distribution of methane molecules. The reference 

methane molecule is surround by others methane molecules. The methane molecules spread in two 

layers, the first layers have 3.90, 3.85 and 3.80 Å from the reference molecule for all systems. The 

first layer distances decreased when the number of methane molecules in the system increased 

because the host has the constant volume while the number of guest molecules increased and the 

second layer is around 7 Å for all systems.  The adsorption energies for all systems are not 

significantly different. Thus, the adsorption energy does not depend on gas loading.   
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